Kismet Business Brokers
PO Box 2734
Seal Beach, CA 90740
Tel: 800 864 0420
Fax: 562 446 0104
kismetrei@earthlink.net
kismetbusiness brokers.com

Welcome
Welcome to Kismet
Business Brokers!
WE

ARE VERY HAPPY TO BE WORKING WITH

YOU.

ENCLOSED IS SOME BASIC INFORMATION

ON THE SUBJECT OF BUYING A BUSINESS.

WE HOPE YOU FIND THIS INFORMATION
USEFUL.
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Business Brokering - An Overview.
We have been in
business for over
30 years!

The buying and selling of businesses is an
involved subject. Simply stated, we are talking
about connecting up buyers and sellers for the
mutual benefit of both. The essential points of
business brokering are;
√
The number of communication lines
(prospects) one has and can use to connect
up buyers and sellers;
√
Pricing a business correctly to sell,
which is based on how skilled one is in
establishing the actual value of a business,
and
√
The ability to keep the parties
negotiating until a common ground can be
found.
Being in business for over 30 years, Kismet
has an extensive database of both buyers and
sellers. This database is always being improved
and extended. We have contacts in just about
every industry sector and as such are in a
very unique position to arrange to buy or sell
a business for you.

We can help you.

The President of the company has been a
negotiator for over 30 years and has
successfully kept buyers and sellers together
in thousands of deals. We are also very
knowledgeable in determining the value of
any business quite rapidly, and at no charge
to you.
So, if you are interested in buying or selling
a manufacturing business, service business,
paint & body shop, fast food restaurant or
any other type of business, we can help you.
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Buying a Business - The Basics.
Expected down
payments are
anywhere from
25% to 100% of
the selling price.

Buying a business in today’s economic climate
requires that you, the buyer, be on the ball, with
regard to business basics. This economic
climate, as far as businesses are concerned, is
a sellers market.
With the corporate downsizing, economic
downturn and other factors, there are a lot of
very knowledgeable buyers out there looking
for one of the very few good business to buy.
This means that you, as a buyer have a lot of
competition. Consequently, you need to be
well prepared. Professional business buyers,
report that it takes anywhere from 3 months to
3 years to find the right business. So what,
if anything, can be done to speed-up this
looking process and finally get you a good
business?
The decision – the first step is deciding to
buy a business. Once you have made this
decision and you are definite and firm about
the fact that you are definitely buying a
business, the process has started.

The second step is
to decide what
kind of business.
This is really really
important.

The second step is to decide what kind of
business. This is really really important. What
are the criteria for this business you are looking
to buy? Do not make a wish list or what would
be nice. Make a list of what is important. For
example, if your standard of living requires
$100,000 income, do not compromise by
looking at businesses that make only $50,000.
That is unless you consider yourself a
knowledgeable business manager and
marketing person who knows that any business
they buy will double in income and sales. That
kind of buyer can buy a business that makes
no profit and probably should.
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Other criteria include; is it something you can
handle?

What kind of work are you willing to do?
If you like sales and do not like running a
factory, buy a distribution company, or sales
organizations, and do not buy a manufacturing
firm, unless you have a partner that likes running
a production line. I have people call me to
inquire about buying a body shop that have
no automotive experience at all. You can buy
an auto repair shop, muffler shop, brake shop
or lube store, and learn the business, with
no experience to start. You probably should
not buy a salvage yard body shop, or scrap
yard without being raised in the business. If
you are a salesman you can buy almost any
business.
All manufacturing, distribution or retail sales
require good personal sales skills. If you are
poor at communication skills or English is a
second language, consider buying a liquor store,
gas station or hamburger stand, just a few of
the businesses that do not require, personal
selling, or do they?
About you - There are some things you need
to prepare for the brokers when they start
coming to you with possible businesses. You
need to make sure that you have your down
payment sorted out. Expected down payments
are anywhere from 25% to 100% of the selling
price. So make sure you know what you want
to spend and then make sure you have the
down payment easily available.
Then you need to get your financing options
determined. You can get yourself pre-qualified
for a business loan or an SBA loan if the
business you are buying is required by you to
show a profit on the books. SBA loans are
only available to businesses that have shown a
5-year profit on their tax returns.

Buying a Business - The Basics...
You should
determine who is
going to make
your offer. A
broker, or
yourself?

Determine
what
.
must be in your
offer so that you
can put in an offer
the instant you find
a business that
meet your
requirements. This
is an important
step
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If you are looking at businesses that have
heavily unrecorded income, you must have
cash or seller financing.
Being your own broker - You should
determine who is going to make your offer.
A broker, or yourself? If it is you then you
should locate the necessary offer forms and
study them carefully. Determine what must
be in your offer so that you can put in an
offer the instant you find a business that meet
your requirements. This is an important step,
as putting in an offer tends to lock out other
buyers while you look over the business.
Make sure you have contingencies in your
offer, which means you have lots of “get out
of the deal” clause.
I would like to suggest, for the less
experienced buyer to hire as a consultant the
sharpest attorney or business broker you can
find and pay him for his time to watch your
rear end, in negotiations and in reviewing
the companies you are considering buying.
In real estate we call this a buyers agent,
except with businesses the listing agent will
not always co-operate in splitting the
commission. This means you need to be
willing to pay your agent an hourly fee for
helping you. Let me give you a real example.
David and his father were looking for a
business to buy. They were interested in a
Scrap yard that I was selling. I asked their
buying agent to bring them over so I could
interview them and to explain this business
to them. In 3 minutes it was clear that they
should not even consider this business. We
spent the balance of the meeting talking about
the businesses they had looked at and the
pros and cons of each.

I gave them my honest suggestions about each
from their description. They thanked me and
left. Two months later David calls and asked
if he could come talk to me.
He told me about an FSBO “For Sale by
Owner,” who would never pay any agent a
commission unless he got his price + the
commission. That of course doesn’t make sense
to a buyer. David told me about the deal and I
gave him my honest opinion about it. David
asked what my time was worth and gave me a
check for an hour’s time.
Two months again passed and David called
and said, “I need to see you today.” He
proceeded to tell me about a Car Wash Soap
manufacturing company that was suppose to
be making $500,000 profit per year. The asking
price was $2 Million. David wanted several
things from me. He wanted my opinion of the
business, he wanted me to help get the price
down to a more reasonable amount and he
wanted me to verify the income. It took me 30
hours of reviewing the books and talking to the
seller to determine that the business was making
only $350,000 per year including what was not
on the books. The books were made
complicated, intentionally so that no one could
understand what was going on.
I related my findings and told David he had to
do his own negotiations but I would coach him
every step of the way. David paid my fee and I
didn’t hear from David for one year. When he
called, I asked what happened to the car wash
soap business. He filled me in on the story.
He bought the business for more than I
suggested because he saw where he could
improve the business instantly.

Buying a Business - The Basics...
Get the word out!
Vital step.

The profit turned out not to be $500,000 as
the seller guaranteed, but exactly $350,000
as I had determined. David took over sales
and marketing and within 1 year had the
company profit up to the $500,000 he was
promised.
David had now found a related business that
had been listed with an agent who did not
understand the business he was marketing
and could not sell it. David was now talking
to the seller directly. The seller wanted
$550,000. David wanted me to negotiate, on
a consulting fee bases with the seller to get
the price down.

.The problem with
cash income,
besides being
illegal is it is
unconfirmed.
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I instructed David that I would appraise the
business, and convince the seller that my
appraisal was accurate, but David had to do
the negotiations. The seller would never talk to
me about the inside details if he was negotiating
with me directly. This time I spent 5 hours with
the seller, not the books, to determine the
business was worth $350,000. The seller would
not take the price, but felt I had done an
excellent appraisal. I suggested to David to wait
60 days and open discussions again. I also told
him the seller would eventually take the
$350,000.
I again didn’t hear from David, this time for 6
months. When David called I asked for his
report on what happened. The seller called him
after one month and sold the business to him
for my appraised amount, just as predicted.
What did David want this time? Two guys
wanted to buy the business and David wanted
me to justify a price of $500,000. I did my
updated analysis and got paid. I will not find
out what happened until David calls me with
my next assignment.

Get the word out - Now that you have got all
of your preliminary work done you are ready
to go looking for businesses. You are ready
to look for businesses for sale. Go on to the
Internet and look at sites that have businesses
for sale. Look in the classified section of
your county newspapers and look at what is
for sale. Contact business brokers and tell
them what you are looking for in detail.
Call on broker listings and FSBO (For Sale by
Owners.) When you find something interesting
you move through the steps with a broker,
accountant or attorney or without a broker,
accountant or attorney.
Find out what financial records they have.
This will eliminate 75% of the businesses.
The records are false because of cash sales
and/or cash payroll. A lot of auto repair shops
pay their mechanics a base salary on the
books and the balance in cash. This is crazy
and illegal. They have cash sales, which are
illegal, and not reported and then they give
this money to the employees illegally. Have
fun figuring out the profit on these businesses.
Some businesses do not want to give you
any financials. They do not even want to lie
to you about the numbers; they just do not
give them to you. You need financials even
if it's just to just see what the operating
expenses are.
Cash income — The problem with cash
income, besides being illegal is it is unconfirmed.
Jack bought a body shop doing $60,000 sales
on the books. The seller showed Jack records
that proved to Jack, an experienced body shop
owner that the business was really doing
$125,00 month in sales.

Buying a Business - The Basics...
The next key step
is to ensure that
you find out
exactly what the
seller wants.

Never
buy an asset
.
sale purchase
without an escrow.
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After escrow closed Jack was given the
production records for the last 5 years by
the general manager that stayed with the
company. The business was doing $60,000.
Exactly what was on the books! There was
no cash. The seller reported every dime. I
hate to say it but if someone were willing to
lie to the government and their business
broker, why would they tell you the truth?
Find out what the seller wants – the next key
step is to ensure that you find out exactly what
the seller wants. You have already stated
what you wanted when you got the word out.
Now, you need to make sure you understand
what the seller wants. Make sure you get
full information on this from the broker or
seller. On this step, you are basically finding
out what the seller wants for his or her
business exactly. That includes, down
payment, seller carry back terms, time he is
willing to train you to run the business, and
what he is including in the price. Inventory
can be included or extra. Leased equipment
basically has you as the buyer assuming the
debt, where financing on owned equipment
is paid off in escrow or the price is lowered
because you are assuming the debt. With all
of this information, you can begin your
negotiations.
Negotiate – Ok, now you know what the seller
wants and you know what you want. On this
step, the objective is to get the two wants to
match up and agree with each other, so that
the deal can take place. What you are trying
to do at this stage is decide if you are going
to go ahead with the deal or if you are going
to continue talking with the broker and the
seller until what they want is closer to what
you want. The key here is keeping the
conversation going (negotiate).

As long as the conversation is going, it is
much more likely to result in the deal taking
place. So keep the conversation going!
Almost the final action – after the negotiations
and an agreement has been reached, there is
one final action that is vital. Your offer is
in, but you are not done yet! Due diligence
is required. Here you must get documentation
on the financial figures you have been given.
You want to verify that what you have been
told is indeed the case. Get Profit and loss
statements, business tax returns and other
important documents. If you have been told
that a body shop has a contract with the local
city to service all their vehicles, or some
such, ask for and see the contract and verify
that a valid contract does indeed exist. Part
of this final action is ensuring that you have
the advise of a competent professional as
well.
Escrow - Never buy an asset sale purchase
without an escrow. We have already established
that the sellers may be lying to you about any
number of things, but they may have debts that
they do not even know about. The escrow will
do a “bulk sale notice” that gives creditors of
the business a chance to file their claims, and if
they do not the buyer cannot be held liable.
The escrow also makes sure that the payroll
taxes; sales taxes; federal and state income
taxes are paid in full. The IRS has come into
companies and assessed for many years of
unpaid taxes. As the buyer you would get
stuck with this bill, if you didn’t do an
escrow.
Conclusion - Following the above steps
will see you through most of the pitfalls in
buying a business.

Financing A Business.
The financing of a
business is a
relatively
straightforward
process, if you are
aware of what
lenders are
looking for and
generally what
they will and will
not do.

The financing of a business is a relatively
straightforward process, if you are aware of
what lenders are looking for and generally what
they will and will not do.
They will be looking at your credit, your
experience and the sort of down payment you
have and information about what sort of note
the seller is willing to take back when selling
you the business.
As has been stated, the down payment on a
business can be anywhere from 25% to 100%
of the selling price. Lenders will not lend you
this down payment money on the business itself.
You will usually need to get this money from
other sources, such as your personal savings,
a family member, a retirement plan or other.
Your credit should be sorted out well before
you start on buying a business. You want to
handle any negative reports on your credit fully.
You do not want anything that is negative
showing up when a lender is checking your
qualifications. Negative credit reports make
them nervous.

Your credit should
be sorted out well
before you start on
buying a business.
You want to handle
any negative
reports on your
credit fully.
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Once you decide on the business you want, a
business plan on the business is essential before
approaching a lender. They will want to see
that you have some familiarity with the industry
of the business and that you have some sort of
management experience.
Information on the availability of management
and executives in the business that is going to
stay after you buy it and so on should be
included in this business plan.
Also information on the training that the seller
is committing to pass on with the sale of the
business should be in this business plan.

If you handle these basics really well, it
should be a relatively easy process to getting
qualified for the funds to finance a business.

Closing Escrow.
In today’s
parlance, the word
(ESCROW)
describes the
process whereby a
property is
deposited with a
third party to be
transferred to the
grantee (buyer),
when certain
conditions are met.

The final part of the whole deal is the
escrow.
The word is an old Anglo-French word
which originally meant ‘piece of parchment
or fabric’. In today’s parlance, the word
describes the process whereby a property is
deposited with a third party to be transferred
to the grantee (buyer), when certain
conditions are met.
There is a lot of paperwork involved in
buying and selling a business. It can be a
daunting task, just from the paperwork alone.
It can also be very stressful.
An escrow officer specializes in handling
these things and ensures that the buyer gets
everything he or she is buying, with no hidden
debts on the business and that the seller gets
their money.

If the sale in any
way includes a
liquor license, then
all the money,
including what is
being paid for the
liquor inventory
must go through
escrow. Also, no
funds can be
released before the
escrow is closed.
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The things to know about escrow procedures
with regard to a business is that it differs
from a real estate escrow in the following
areas:
Date specified in escrow instructions for a
business is ‘on or after’ the specified date.
In real estate, the term used is ‘on or before’.
When the seller is paying all or a part of the
escrow fee, a deposit from the seller is
required as well as the buyer’s deposit.
Usually the costs are split, but it is whatever
the parties agree to.
If the sale in any way includes a liquor
license, then all the money, including what
is being paid for the liquor inventory must
go through escrow. Also, no funds can be
released before the escrow is closed.

Finally, Instructions must be written and
signed by all parties along with all initial
deposits before the notice of sale can be
published. When the notice of sale has been
published and recorded, there is a 12-day
minimum period,
which does not include holidays and
weekends, in which, any creditors of the
seller can file claims with the escrow
company. If the business being sold includes
the transfer of a liquor license, then the time
is extended.

About The Broker
Willard Michilin Bio
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
KISMET REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS, INC.,
KISMET MORTGAGE CO., KISMET BUSINESS
BROKERS, KISMET REAL ESTATE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
1975 to Present:
Responsible Real Estate Broker for firm
Real Estate and Financial Distress Consultant
Broker on the sale of over 150 single-family residences
Broker on the sale over 20 apartment buildings.
Property Management of Client Owned and Company
owned Apt & Houses
Investor in over 200 conventional and foreclosure
properties.
Handled properties, which ranged from $50,000 to
$2,500,000.
Originated and marketed Second Trust Deeds
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage
Brokerage of Small and Medium Businesses
Business Brokerage of over 25 Auto Body Shops
GENERAL PACIFIC PROPERTIES AND FINANCE
2002 to Present
Responsible Broker for Downey, Santa Barbara and
Ventura real estate offices
TOTAL MARKETING SOLUTIONS
2002 to Present
Chairman of the Board and Founder
CHOOSE YOUR PEOPLE SERVICE
2002 to Present
Chairman of the Board and Founder
OTHER RELATED EXPERIENCE
Builder/Developer - Houses, Condominiums, and
Apartment Buildings 1977-1987
PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PUBLICATIONS
Real Estate Talk Show Host, KMNY, 1988, Weekly one
hour show.
Real Estate Panel Guest on Mid Morning LA.
Multiple Cable TV Show appearances. On subject of real
estate
Candidate for 43rd State Assembly District 1993, 1994,
1996
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Candidate for 37th State Assembly District- 2000
Business Lectures with over 30 public appearances
Junior Achievement Lecturer to High School Classes with
over 20 lectures
Paid Seminars on “Sales” delivered to Automotive Shops,
Paul’s Golden Hammer,
Expo Auto Body,
Professional Sales Trainer
Articles for the Body Shop News
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Building Industry Association of Southern California, Local
Chapter President, 1980-81
Mortgage Brokers Association of California. 1983
Toastmasters International- Local Chapter President 1995,
putting it in 11th place in the World.
National Association of Realtors
California Association of Realtors
Professional Consultants Association
California Avocado Society
California Certified Organic Farmers-Local Chapter VP
2000-03
California Association of Business Brokers
EDUCATIONAL DEGREES
California Licensed Real Estate Broker #00532830
BA, Business Administration, California State University,
Los Angeles.
Graduate Work, University of Southern California.
Passed Certified Public Accountant Exam.
Degree in Business Consulting from Hubbard Collage of
Administration

